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ABSTRACT 

In the paper approximate methods for 
estimating the performances of multi-user
class blocked-callsecleared and blocked-calls
delayed systems are presented. Closed form 
formulae for calls congestions and mean wai
ting times for subscriber classes are derived. 

1. INSTROD UCTION 

The paper proposes approximate methods for 
multi -user-class blocked-calls-cleared and 
blocked-calls-delayed system analysis. 

The need for this analysis arises if circuit
swithed computer network are designed. The 
presented methods were mainly destined for 
the traffic design on line concentrators with 
output channels organized according to CCITT 
Rec. X. 50 (or X. 51) , nevertheless they may 
be applied for networks internodal traffic 
analysis. The concentrator is assumed to 
serve data terminals subscribers of class 
3 -6 according to CCITT Rec.X.1 (synchronous 
0.6,2.4,4.8,9.6 kbit/s rates). The concentra
tors output channel may be regared as consis
ting of mo 0.6 kbit/s basic channels (BC). 
To serve, for example, a 2,4 kbit/s terminal 
four BC are needed simultaneously I thus a 
multi -user-class (multidimensional) problem 
arises. 

The problem of the traffic analy sis of a line 
concentrator with different principles of allo
cating BC was considered ~ several authors 
[1] , [2] , [4] , [6J , [7J , [9J , l10] , (12] , [i5J . 
The approximate methods presented in this 
paper assume arbitrary BC allocation. This 
principle gives the maximum utilization of 
BC for fixed call congestions. 

Approximate formulae of the following 
parameters was derived: 
- call congestions Bi for i -th sunscriber 

class (SC) for the multi -user-class blocked
calls-cleared sy stem (i=l, •.. ;-k,k - number 

of classes), 
- call congestions Bi and mean waiting times 
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Wqi for the SC i ,(i=1 , ••• ,k) , for the multi
user-class · blocked-calls-delayed system. 

In the appendix an approximate method for the 
output channel dimensioning is presented. 

2. THE MODEL 

List of symbols 

mo - number of basic channels (BC) 
k - number of subsriber classes (SC) 
'" (i) - calling rate of an idle subscriber from 

SC i, (i=l, ••• ,k) 
...u(i} - service rate of the subscriber from SC i 
mi - number of BC simultaneously needed to 

serve a subscriber from SC i 
Si= ~(j) /~i) - traffic rate of an idle subscriber 

from SC i 
Bi - call congestion for subscribers from SC i 
W qi - mean waiting time for subscribers from 

SC i 
Mo - number of queueing places 
S= ~Nimi/mo - concentration factor ,,'a 1 

In the analysis of multi -user-class blocked -
calls-cleared system the following assumptions 
are considered: 
- intercalling time distribution for individual 

subscribers from SC i (when idle) is of general 
type with mean 1 / ~(i) , i=l, ••• ,k, 

- service time distribution of the individual 
subscribers from SC i is of general type with 
mean 1/ MU) , i=l, ••• ,k. 

In the analysis of multi -user-class blocked -
calls-delayed system the following assumptions 
are made: 
- intercalling time distribution for individual 

subscribers from SC i (When idle) is negative
exponential with ~(i) parameter, i=1, ••• ,k, 

- service time distribution of individual 
subscribers from SC i is negative-exponential 
with Ai) parameter, i=1, ••• ,k 
- FIFO queuing discipline 
- the number of the queueing places is finite 
.. a subscriber from SC i occupies one queueing 

place (when queued) and mi BC simultaneously 
(when served) • 
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The principle of allocating BC is arbitrary, i. e • 
the necessary BC to serve a subscriber are 
selected from all idle BC without restrictions. 

3. SOLUTION TECHNICS 

3.1. Blocked -calls-cleared system (Mo= 0) 

3.1.1. Exact method 
Exact analytical solutions for this case are well 
know (generalized Engset formula [3]). The call 
congestion Bi of the SC i is given by 

B·= 2=: (N'-J·'\ P (J\ /LfN'-J"\ p{J) (,1\, 
1 JeAgi 1 l' \ I J&A \ 1 11 " 

, where: 
- J9il , ••• ,jk) is the state of the system loh is 

the number of simultaneously served subscri
bers from the SC i) 

.-L 
- A={J:4 •. jimi~mo' O~oh ~ NJ is the set 

of the 'ai.l system states 
I< 

- Agi={J: mo -mi~hmi ~ mo' O'oh (. NJ is 
a set of the syst"em states for which the 
system is congested for SC i calls 

- P (J) is the probality of state J , 

P(J}= P (0)· D(J) , where 

DtJ)=t(~~) "il. ,P (0) JLD(J)] -1 
~~ J~ ~~ ~eA 

TIe following' are the disadventages of calculating 
Bi basing on (1) : 
1. If the value mo and k are large, the calcula

tion of the Bi is time consuming ~4] , 
Therefore a Simpler approximation method is 
needed. 

'-. Formula (1) is inconvenient for the link 
dimensioning problem (no straighforward 
inverse formula available) . 

3.1.2. Approximate method 

Assuming that 

Bi<<1 (2) 
an approximate method for the analysis of the 
blocked -calls-cleared system is evaluated(for 
circuit-switched computer network Bi=2.5 10-3 

is usually assumed ~3]) • 

The idea of the method 

The idea of the method is to substitute the 
multi-user-class sys~em by a usual one-user
class GI/G/m/m/N1/ system. The subscriber 
of this system, so called "average subscriber" 
AS, is characterized by the following para
meters: 

N*- the number of individual AS 
s* - traffic rate for individual AS, when idle 
m*- the number of simultaneous BC needed 

1/ the notation from ~ 1J 
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to serve one AS(m* may be a real number). 
The parameters N~", rrfare evaluated from the 

(

V :!\ 

{mo,k, Ni,8 i, mi ;i=l , .•• ,~as follow. 

mit t:. -' m*-- m'p' - 1 l' 

where: ~ ~.i. 
- p . .:!Ls.m ./ LLs.m. 

1 1 1 i."'i 1 1 

(3) 

(~) 

- LSi indicates the mean number of subscribers 
from SC i simultaneosly served 

Assuming that Bi« 1 and using Little"s formula 
the following approximations for the LSi is 
obtained 

Lsi=Nigi (l-Bi) P+Si (l-Bi)r- ~ 

=NiSi (l+S) -1 (5) 
tf: Assummg that the concentration factor for the 

multi -user-class system is the some as for 
the one-user-class system, the following 
approximation for the N*is obtained 

N~ =[tN.m./~· 1) (6) f Assumltig t~at\he utilization factor of a BC for 
the multi -user-class system is the same as 
for the one-user-class system, the following 
approximation for l' is obtained 

~ -7 le -i g)f-= ~~~N~md1+~i.) ~N~m~(1+~t1 (7) 

Let mo denote the number of servers in the 
GI/G /m/m/N system(m=rrf, N=N*). Assuming 
that the number of BC for the multi -user-class 
system and the one-user-class system is the 
some and one AS needs one server from the 
GI/G/m/m/N system at a time, the following 
approximation for the m6 is obtained 

m""o= [ mo/m~l (8) 
The call congestions~i for subscribers from 
SC i are evaluated as follows. 
The exact formulae for Bi is given by 

• Pi 

, where: 
- cLsi is the mean number of SC i subscribers 

served simultaneosly when the system is in 
the congestion state for SC i 

- Pi indicates the time congestion for the SC i 
The parameters Pi and cLsi (Ls i is given by 
r5]) are avaluated as follows. 

.Ei:Using Enset formula [3] for GI/G/m/m/N 
system with the parameters N~ g", m~ the 
time congestion P (rrf,}is calculated 

N*") ~ P(~) =P(O).('Yn~ .(~) 0 
10 

1) '(x] is an integer, so that [x 1 ~ x < &+1] 
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• Wherel'(O)Jt (~")(s")i( 
I'~.o / J 

An approximaHve formula for Pi is given by 

Pi~P {m"\, 'm o/rrf o 1 

cLsi: Assuming that 

- cL~ ~ Ni 

-~cLsimo~m 

(11) 

° 1 1 0 

- ·~LSi/cLSj=mi/mj' (i ,j=l , ••• ,k) , 
the following approximation for cLsi is 
available 

else. ~ 1ni.n {Ni I (Ls~ ~f1,d t. Ls~'h'l~)· :~ ~ 
7 ,.t "IJ 

Calculate: 
1 • m"" from (3) 5. P (m~) from (10) 
2. m~ from (8) 6. Pi from (11) 
3. N* from (6) 7. cLsi from (12) 
4. f from (7) 8. Bi from (13) 

In the appendix an approximat e method for 
calculating the number of BC needed for fixed 
traffic parameters and SC i call congestions 
is presented. 

3.2. Blocked-calls-delayed system (MoL.QL 

3 .2 .1. Exact method 

In this case, exact calculation of the call 
congestions and the mean waiting times for SC 
i can only~ be done by solving the set of linear 
state ~quations. This is practical only for 
systems with small number of BC and SC 
[8], ~O], ~5]. So an approximate c alculation 
method is needed. 

3.2.2. Approximate method 

Assuming that 

Bi « 1 _'1 (14) 
W qi «.-« (i) (15) 

an approximate method for the analysis of the 
multi -user-class blocked -calls-delayed system 
is evaluated. The inequalities (14) and (15) are 
usually assumed for circuit-switched computer 
networks ~3]. 

The idea of the method 

The approximat e method presented in this case 
is in fact an extension of the former (point 3.2.1). 
The major difference is that now the "average 
subscriber It s erved by BC is different than the 

"average subscriber" queued. This is due to 
the fact that a subscriber from SC i occupies 
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mi BC simultaneously (when served) and one 
queueing place (when queued) • 
The idea of the method is to substitute the multi
user-class system by the one-user-class 
M/M/m/m/N system with calling rates depen
dent on the systems state. For this system the 
"average subscriber" is denoted by ASS. The 
following is assumed for the ASS group: 

Nl"! the number of the ASS 
rl"- service rate of the ASS 
),!- calling rate for ASS calls stepping into 

service without queueing 
~~- calling rate for ASS calls which one 

queued before being served 
~ ms - the number of simultaneous BC needed 

t o serve one ASS (m~ may be real). 
** ~ )I ,» * th b ° The parameters N, ,Mo, As' "q' ms on e aS1S 

oftmo,Mo,k,(Ni, ">.(i) ,,M{i) , mi ; i=l, .•. ,k)} 
are evaluated as follows. 

rn:: From Little's formulae and (14), (15) 
the following approximations are obtained 

( ,-1 
LSi~ NiSi 1 + ji1 

( 
\ -1 

Lqi~ Ni }, (i) 1+ ~i' W qi 

(16) 

(17) 

, where LS i and Lqi indicates the mean 
number of subscribers from SC i served 
and queued respectively. 

The m : is defined as: 
k k ~ 

~ ''M(. L!>zm .. ~, m o N~W\.i.gj.(i+2') -'YY1* 
:z f.T L:.L$j.Wl.tfu "LNiW\.~~~(~"'9i.r' (18) 

(cf. formula 3) . 
Let m*' denotes the mean number of BC 
needed! to serve one "average subscriber" 
being queued. The m~ is defined as follow 

k k -1 

m* -~ mo .b!L~" m o N~~(~)W'9i.(1.tg:' 
,-~ "E:LQo~?- "~N;~(L)Wcd~+oo\-l ( 

.. -1 ~" &.=1 "," ~w 19) 

Assuming that 
1/ 

W ./W ° ~ {mi/mo for Mo~ 5 
ql qJ 1 J 

for Mo'> 5, (::>0) 

i,j = 1, .•• , k the following approximation for 
m .... is available q 

I< (_1 
~ mo N~ m.~)(L) 1+i~ fOY Mo~5' fu "L NC:mL?\(i.)(1+il.)~ 

Comparison (2 ~ with (18) yields gerally 

*' -L ~ Inq -r- In "!J 

1 / this is heurestic formula 

?2 
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i.e. the "average subscriber" served by the 
BC is differens from the "average subscri
ber" queued. 

Nlt~ It: Nimi/m~] b .. 1 
(the formula (6) with m!=m~) • 

(23) 

Al:: Assuming that the mean re.leased numbers 
of BC in unit time for the multi -user-class 
system is the some as for the one-user-class 
system, the following approximation for the 

% is obtained 

(25) 
(cf. formula (7)). 
Now using (24) and (?5) we receive 

k -1 
.,..Ho _ ) ~Ct) Ni. 'm.~ (f.-Si.) 
~ t:r L.NL 'Wl.i,Cd+gi.)-1 

~ ~ 0~ 
_q: The;>'q parameter approximated in the 

following cases: 
'f 1 ~/ *", , - 1 =ms mq IS an Integer, then 

.1.+i + 11_1 
L'>{ (L-f)~ " 'T 31' - ).r 

'f 1 m*! *, , - 1 =uq mS IS an Integer, then 

-i..= ~+-..L :+ .. , + .1. 
~ L'II;S CL-1~ ~.r 

The Fig.1 is obtained from formulae (27) and 
suitable interpolation for non-integer rnit' /mq* and 
~/ ~ s mq ms' The curve from Fig.1 may be used to 

evaluate ~. 
~lf q 
~;\ 
2. --------------

! !f~_-_-_ -_ -_ -_._- -- - - - - -
z. 

j ---

4 

needs one server in the M/M/m/m/N system, 
the following approximation for the m~ is 
obtained: 

tt- t *1 
mo= Lo/msJ (28) 

Assuming that the capacity of the queue in a 
multi-user-class system is the some as for the 
one-user-class s y stem the following approxima
tion for the M~ is available 

M: = [Mo' ~/mq*] (29) 

The call congestions Bi and mean waiting times 
W qi for subscribers from SC i are calculated 
as follow. 

The call congestion Bi for subscribers from 
SC i is given by 

• Pi (31) 

, where: 
- £1i indicates the mean number of 

subscribers from SC i present in the system 
when the system is in congestion state 
for SC i 

- bi = LS i + L i ~ LS i 
- El. indicates t~e time congestion for SC i 

The cLi and Pi parameters are approximated 
as follows: 

Pi ';; P(m~ + Mo~) 

and cLi~ ""~fNi.§~',;;~}::: +(~}MJ) (32) 

, where Lqi /f.;Lqi is given by (19) and (20). 
TIje final formula for Bi is given by 

N' . [N' (Ni~~'l'no(Hii.r1 ~ H\1 
S.: ,,-'YfU.l1. (.1 I:: LRj.M~(I-tI.rl +l:L,,, , °LJ:p(wt!.H:) 

Co Nd1+9Lr1 (33) 

* ~i: Let W q denote mean waiting time for the 

,J' --. 
;;;-< , 

11 • ' 

~ tl Fig.1 3 ~ 
~/'4 

M/M/m/K/N system. Thus the W qi are 
approximated as follows: 

{

a W* for M '5 
~ ~ . 

Lets mo and Mo denotes the number of servers 
and queueing places in the M/M/m/m/N system 
(m=m~, K=m~+M~, N=~Jf)respectively . 
Assuming that the number of BC for the multi
user-class system is the some as for the one
user-class system and that the individual ASS 
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Wqi = \v~ q for M:> 5 (34) 
- where ~ 
a.~{tNj~~)'(1~gjfj [t. C:~)NjMj:\~)(1+9JYJ 

,=1 J=1 d 
Calculate: 
1. m~ from (lS) 
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2. m~ from (21) 
3. N"''-)ffrom ~j) 
4. m~ from(28) 
5. ,«Jf from (24) 
6. >t ~ from (?6) 

7 . 'I\~ from (27/or Fig. 1 
8. P(m~+M~) from (30) 
9. cLi from (3?) 

1 O. Bi from (33) 
11. W qi from(34) 

4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES, CONCLUSIONS 

The comparison of results obtained from the 
approximate, exact (the blocked-calls-cleared 
system case) and computer-simulation (the 
blocked-calls-delayed system case) methods 
are now presented. 

Table 1. shows the values of parameters for 
blocked-calls-cleared system used in t (he veri
fication of the approximate calculation method 
from point 3.1.2. 

Table 1. 

·0 80 • 160 , 240 

It 4 

t~J ~_1, ..,~, .}.e, ,.16 

11 } , 4 , 5 

" °1 " .}, ~= .55, ~ ... 1, °4 - .0.; 

i od R ,01 =c2 "c}:c4 ,,·25 --
0 .01" .0.;, ~" .1, o}" .55, c4 " .} 

" ~1" .25, !l2" .1, ~}- .15, ~4- .25 

t gl J B ~ 1 "f? -'}=~4 = .1 

0 ~1"'}}}' ~2 =·111, ~}-.17', ~4,,·176 

Fig.?a -m show the call congestions Bi 
(i=l ,? ,3 ,4) as a function of the concentration 

factor S for several sets of parameters 
(mol {Sit ' {CiJ) • For example, the set 
(80,A ,C) indicates that mo=80, the {s d 
parameters are given by A and{cJ parameters 
are given by A. The sets (mo,C ,AJare the 
traffic prognostic for the NPDN network [13] • 

Fig.? .a-m show that: 
1 the difference between the approximate and 

exact values of the call congestions Bi 
(i=1,2,3 ,4)is insignificant in most cases 

2 the difference decreases when mo and S 
increase; these cases arise in the internodal 
channels analysis. 

Table 2. shows the values of parameters of the 
blocked-calls-delayed system used in the 
verification of the approximate method from 
point 3.2. The traffic volumes are taken from 
[13]. 
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Table 2. 

cl ••• nuaber 
1 2 ' , .. 

1 S=, 18 }2 6 3 

\!t} I S.4 2} 4, 8 4 

I S06 29 54 10 5 

fall 1 4 8 16 

~) (e81<) ~6} ,3 45 511,3 51 1 ,} 

~ , (selt) 120 5 9 0 90 

~l 0. } }3 0.111 0.176 0.176 

Fig.3.a -h show that the difference between the 
approximate and simulation results for call 
congestions Bi and mean waiting times 
W qi (i=l, 2,3,4) is insignificant, in most cases 
the approximate results are contained by the 
95% confidence intervals. 

APPENDIX 

An aP.l:~roximate method for calculating the 
number of BC for fixed tth, g pilli; i=l ••• 0 ,19 
parameters and bounded call congestions 
Q~hilmax' i= 1, .•• ,k). 
Assumptions: 

- The traffic offered by SC i equals 

Aof (i) = Ni S>il (.1 +Si (1-Bi)1 (1) 

We assume that Aof(i) is a Poisson traffic 
(the Engset formula is approximated by the 
Erlang formula) 

- The call congestion Bi (i=l, ••. ,k) is 
approximated as follows 

Bi = Bmaxmi/mmax 

, where 

mmax = max mi (i=l , •.. ,k) 

The m~ parameter (cf. (3)> equals 

IWI,"'= t 'WI,j, ,",,,NiSi. (1-Bi.)/[1+9d1-Bi.~ 
~"1 L N~m~Si.(1-B~)/[1i-gi.(1-BJ] 

, where Bi is given by (2) • 

The traffic offered A~f and the call congestion 
B~for the "average subscriber 11 are given by: 

and 

Let 
JtI. * B = Bmax . m/'mmax 

m~ = m L...~ o 0 /111 • 
(5) 

The m~ parameter is evaluated from the inverse 
Erlang formula (for example, the Farmer-

Kauffman approach may be used [5] ). 
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In Table 3. the mo values for parameters from 
T able 1. are presented. 
The results show that: 

- for Bmax 

10- 4 - 10-1 A / 8 5rr1. - for Bmax -.Q~ , 70 

, where II is the relat ive error. 

Table 3. 

par ... tera - :h~ 5 ::4 S>5 
aeta 

"0 obl. "0 obl. "0 obl. - -.-
BMI DUI BII&I 

( BO,A,A) 1l5 . ?3 6.B1. 1cY 78. (;2 5·1!f 76.4 .145 

(BO,A,B) 82 .~ 7. 47 . 1"04 77. f.5 7.6 · 1cY 75.52 · ~ "4·1t)2 

( BO,A,C) 131.52 B. 1 1·1'b~ 75.9 6. 1'b" 75.7 .15B 

( BO,B,A) 76.5~ f. . 1'b" 7~.9 .1 71 B1 . 233 

(BO,B,B) 79.6 4.9·103 75.25 2. }4·1t)2 7}.2 6.1 · 1'b" 

(BO,B,C) B1.15 " .71.102 · 74.1 .1 20 74.1 .2~ 

(BO,C,A) 79. 32 4.B2 ·1'b" 74.9 .15B 74.9 .26 

(BO,C,B) B~.1 3. 67·1cY 77.47 2·1'b" 75.47 4.B·1'b" 

\BO,C,C) 7B.4B ".5 ' 1'b" 74.27 .1 23 74.2 . 24 

(1 f. O,A,A) 161.64 6. 31.1?Y 166.9 4 . ~4·103 171.B4 1.BB .1'b" 

(160,A,O) 17~.E~ 7. 6 .1?Y 1 6 ~. 06 4. 6 .103 15B.49 4·1!f 

(240,A,A) 276.B2 7'.7 1"07 "55.?~ ~ .52 ·1"O4 244. 67 1.04·1'b" 

(240,-,,0) 269.65 9.f.·1"07 25~.4 3.71 .1"04 241.4B 1.14·1cf 
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c) 

F ig.2. 
Call congestions Bi (i=I,2,3 ,4) as a function of the 
Concentration factor S (for sets of parameters from 
Table ~: 
the broken line - approximation results, 
the continuous line - exact results. 

h) 

Fig.3. Mo 
Call congestions B i and average waiting times Wqi ' (isl ,2,3,4) , as a function of th~ 

#-~~:----::;--"-'''-Mo number of queueing places Mo (for sets of parameters from Table 2) : the broken lIne -
approximation relults, the continuous line - simulation results for 0.05 confidence 
coefficient. 
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